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Demand-based Mobile Learning Network
I-I. K. Salinda Premadasa
ABSTRACT
With the ad\Tent of mobile technology, integrating an open-source secure mobile
learning environment, coupled with a Short Messaging Service (SMS) also with
message concatenation, into a learning management system (LMS) has been a
challenging task in mobile learning platforms during the past few years. Although there
are number of services available over the web that facilitates sending secure messages
via an LMS, they are o1en paid services that account for restricted number of messages.
Conversely, a major limitation in two-way texting is sending back a part of received
data with the reply message. This limitation results in users of a mobile learning
environment being Unable to reply back to the correct destination as the mobile
communication gateway handles sending out information of several users through a
single phone number. Nevertheless, the extensive text message is increased the message
payload size and it will grounds to convert a standard text message into a concatenated
message automatically. Sending bulk concatenated messages in the mobile learning
environment is a major drawback when considering the cost per messages. 1-lowever,
SMS is not secure to be used to transport sensitive data because confidentiality and
integrity is not available in the SMS. Hence, the assurance cannot be given for its
current security mechanism for protection from modification, eavesdropping and manin-the-middle attacks. The main goal of this thesis is to address the open-source and
secure mobile learning environment with short messaging system which facilitate twoway communication with data concealment and extensive message compression
mechanism with cryptographic protection that can be easily integrated into an LMS to

provide an interactive learning experience to the user community. Initially, a database is
integrated into the Moodie LMS that holds usernames. passwords and enrolment keys
for the courses, message information such as recipient's phone number, message body.
user data header (UDI-!) etc. Authenticated students can perform learning activities such
as content downloading, group discussions, online quizzes and assignments in the
mobile learning environment using their mobile devices. Authenticated teachers can
create text messages using a mobile device connected to the Internet. The text message
is inserted into the LMS integrated database and SMS Daemon periodically checks and
sends it out through the SMS gateway to the recipients. If the message is extensive than
160 characters, it is compressed and given cryptographic protection by the system prior
to inserting into the database. The recipients who handle mobile devices decompress
such compressed message into an original form of texts to view them. The UDH
associated port addressing technique with short messaging service is used to conceal
and exchange data relevant to a particular course unit concealed in the message body
itself. Subsequently. software instalied in the user's mobile device captures this
message and sends back the reply message to the appropriate course unit allowing both
teachers and students to view messages sent and replies ieceived pertaining to a
particular course unit. Statistical results are presented, together with the practical
experiences gathered from the interactions with the students. Results indicate that the
students' preference in studying with a group while using mobile technologies for their
academic activities, system relevance and interoperability of the two-way text
messaging with data concealment and educational impact on improving the learning
environment by the proposed system. Finally, the message compression ratios,
compression time variations for the various types of standard file sizes and message
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delivery time with the comparison of standard SMS, illustrate that the relevance of
using compression mechanism to mitigating major drawbacks such as cost per message
in the mobile learning environment.
Keywords: LMS, SMS, UDFI, mobile learning, cryptography, message compression
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